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Vorstellung

Priv.-Doz. Dr. Mag. Christoph Matulla studied theoretical Physics, graduated (PhD)
in Climate Research and habilitated in Climatology and Climate System Modelling.
After several years of very enyojable work at the HZG close by Hamburg, Germany
(2002-2004) and at Environment Canada, Toronto (2005-2007) he was appointed
as senior scientist at the Austrian Weather Service (ZAMG) responsible for setting
up a group for Climate System Modelling. Since 1994 he works as a lecturer at the
University of BOKU and after his return to Austria at the Univ. of Vienna, the Univ.
of Salzburg, BOKU and the Univ. of Graz. He has won several science awards (e.g.
the Schinze prize), published more than 25 peer-reviewed papers; edited two
books on climate change and is head of the Climate Impact Group within the
Climate Reaarch Unit of ZAMG.

Present studies are in the fields of e.g.:
x European Storm Climate
(Schöner-UniGraz, Brazdil-UniPrague, Hofstätter)
x Forest genetics
(DouglAS – BfW, S. Schüler, K. Andre);
x European transport infrastructure
(J.Namyslo-DWD, K.Andre, B. Hollosi, Schlögl-AIT);
x Pests and Insects
(WINSURF, P&S, A. Kahrer-ARGES, H. Scheifinger);
x Emergency system support
(SNORRE, D-SHIELD, M. Balas-UBA, B. Hollosi).
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Zentralanstalt für Meteorology und Geodynamik - ZAMG

1851: foundation of the Austrian weather service
together with a professorship at the University of Vienna
by Franz Joseph von Habsburg, Emperor of Austria,
Apostolic King of Hungary-Croatia and King of Bohemia.

1873: foundation of the International Meteorological
Organization (IMO) in Vienna -- precurser organization
of the WMO (World Meteorological Organization).

Hann
(1839‒1921)

Exner
(1876‒1930)

Franz Joseph 
(1830‒1916)

Margules
(1856‒1920)
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This lecture – we built on what you’ve already learned already about models 

This lecture is on modelling – i.e. being curious about phenomena that we are experiencing and 
our endeavors to frame them in a logical consistent way by detecting parameters/drivers that are of 
significance and excluding others, which are of no significance.

Since we will discuss - amongst other topics - the modelling of climatological related physio-
geograpical phenomena it makes much sense to get familiar with some facts about the Climate System of 
the Earth, the development of climate throughout the past and how future projections of potential 
climate evolutions are derived. As such I have prepared a number of slides, which we will discuss at the 
end of this lecture or next time (this depends on how fast we proceed). 

Right now, however, in order to repeat and continue with the modelling of the global average 
Earth-temperature, we will mention only three very simple but important issues and the Stefan-
Boltzmann law.

The Climate System consists of five so called ‘Spheres’: Atmosphere, Hydrosphere, Lithosphere, 
Cryosphere and Biosphere.

Within and in-between these Spheres there are lots of processes running, which extend over a 
very large spatial-temporal range.

These processes are driven by so called ‘forcings’ that are, for instance, the energy from the 
Sun, volcanic activity, the content of Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, etc.  
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The global average Temperature of our planet  - conceptional Modell building

The Sun emits its energy into space. Any
surface that contains the Sun is passed by the
same amount of energy (unless there is a sink
within the volume enclosed by the surface, which
absorbs parts of the energy and does not set it free

anymore – black whole).

Let’s think about spherical surfaces and the amount of energy passing through one m2. Say, we have two such
spheres with the Sun at their center and outer one is twice as far away from the Sun -- then the energy
passing through one m2 of the outer sphere is one fourth of the energy, which passes one m2 of the inner
one. Please remember our discussion of the temperature to the power of 4, which tells us that much energy
is needed to enhance the temperature of a body -- since it radiates off its energy proportional to T4 .  a relive
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The Sun ‘sees’ the Earth as a circular area 2πr2 (r: Radius of the Earth) in a distance of 148.6 106 km (pls
see the Figures on the previous page). Let’s calculate the amount of energy/s received by one m2 of a
sphere having a radius of R=148.6 106 km away from the Sun. Energy/s emitted by the Sun = 3.8 1026 W
divided through the spherical surface 4πR2. Now, this gives S=1368 W/ m2 -- the so-called ‚Solar
Constant‘, which in fact isn‘t a constant since it varies through time (e.g. 11 year cycle of sun spots and
the slowly increasing stellar irradiance of the Sun since its birth).

The Earth is no disk (albeit this was believed for a while ), but a sphere/a ball/ a globe
and hence we have to distribute the energy/s delivered from the Sun to the circular area
(2πr2) of the planet around its spherical area area (4πr2): meaning we have to divide
the ‚solar constant S’ by 4, giving 342 W/ m2 (this means this value does not depend
on the size of size of the Earth – the ball we are standing on! – understand? –it cancles out).
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The global average Temperature of our planet - Modell building (conceptional, deterministic)
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‘black body’ Model I (EBM): Now, what does that mean in terms of temperature? That’s
easy because the Stefan-Boltzmann Law tells us straight away the relationship between
absorbed Energy per second and Temperature (energy balance) needed to get rid of the
energy once again – in case we are considering a black body we get a temperature of about
TEARTH=5.5°C (see below – the first line named I and try it out!). We know that the global
average temperature of the Earth is about 15°C – so this calculation gives us a temperature
that is too low. Please note: the below equations are based on Kelvin: 0°C= 273,15°K.

‘albedo’ Model II (EBM): Well, in fact the Earth is no black body, indeed. Rough averages
across its surface give an albedo of about α= 0.3, meaning that the Earth catches less energy
than a black body. If you consider that and use only 70% of the Sun‘s energy/s delivered to
the Earth you‘ll find that the corresponding temperature of the Earth reduces to TEARTH= -18°
Celsius. Way too low.

Modelling the global average Temperature:  Modell I and Modell II
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The global average Temperature of our planet – Modell III 

We know of course that the Earth is surrounded by an atmosphere (which is tiny in vertical extension 
compared to the Earth’s diameter, especially when considering only the Troposphere, within which most 
weather phenomena take place. 

Please take a look at the Figure, which
depicts our calculation: S is our ‘old friend’
the ‘solar constant’ and α refers to the
Earth’s Albedo.
Since we speak of a balanced system

- the same amount of energy that
enters the climate system (Earth +
atmosphere) must be released to the
outer space again. The atmosphere is – in
our example here - transparent for short
wave radiation, but absorbs all long wave
energy coming from the Earth’s surface,
which is then emitted from the
atmosphere it in all directions (½ up into
space and ½ down to Earth).
‘balanced’ means TEARTH= constant.

This setup yields about 30° Celsius for the Earth’s surface and  -18° Celsius for the atmosphere! 
(the atmosphere here equals the Earth’s surface of Model II).
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The global average Temperature of our planet – Modell IV

However, in fact the atmosphere lets
through a part of the infrared radiation
emitted from the Earth’s surface (‘the
window is not closed  yet’ – pls. recall
our discussion concerning Venus). The
coefficient describing this effect is the
‘transmissivity’ (1-ε) of the atmosphere
considering long-wave radiation.
This setup must yield a lower
temperature at the Earth’s surface, since
some of the long-wave radiation emitted
by the surface leaves the system (Earth +
atmosphere) without being captured by
the atmosphere and sent back (½) to the
Earth.

ε ~ .022 -> 78% of the infrared radiation sent off from the Earth‘s surface passes the atmosphere to space –
so a considerably smaller amount of long wave radiation (compared to Modell III) from the Earth surface
is ‚reflected‘ back to Earth from the atmosphere -- giving ~15.47°C on the Earth‘s surface and ~-45.1 for
the atmosphere.
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The global average Temperature of our planet –
thoughts on our modelling approaches I

Let’s summarize: we have made up our minds regarding ‘problem solving’ by considering possible
steps from ‘being astonished or interested’ in a phenomenon ‘which crosses our way’ – searching
answers means ‘model building’. While doing this we have exemplified the ‘hermeneutic circle’ by
modelling the global temperature of the Earth. Thereby we had to introduce α and ε – i.e. we have
parameterized processes associated with radiation in the atmosphere (ε) combined with the surface
of the Earth (α ). How can we estimate these parameters? Perhaps none of us has thought about that.
The answer is: by experiment! See, it is our goal to develop some competence in ‘problem solving’ ~
‘model building’, which is the main target of this lecture. That is why we spent some time on discussing
EMBs and carried out the hermeneutic circle – AS SUCH – if we are not questioning every step and
every assumption and just ‘believe’ things – like parameterizations (perhaps we wouldn’t even have
recognized them. This often happens because such things are normally introduced without pointing
them out - much less their significance) we are not developing any skill.
Ask yourself – have you actually realized the importance of introducing α and ε? I am sure, in case we
had rushed through these examples we wouldn’t have realized the (i) importance of ‘problem solving’
(ii) the ’ hermeneutic circle’ and our (iii) ‘parameterizations’ –> this means: we wouldn't have raised
our skill in ’model building’. We could stupidly reproduce how to estimate the global mean
temperature of the Earth, but we would have not gained any competence in problem solving – model
building. This means: if we are facing another, new problem we wouldn’t know how to approach it.
However, since we see now clearly what we have done to answer the question concerning the global
average temperature we know what to do. So, let’s add another way of introducing ε to enlarge our
tool-box (ε will be replaced by n – n is the number of the so called ‘n-layer model of the atmosphere’.
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The global average temperature of our planet – another modelling perspective: 
the n-layer atmosphere (conceptional/physical model approach)

n refers to the number of layers, which the infrared radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface has 
to pass before escaping to stellar space. S is the ‘solar constant’ and σ the Boltzmann constant (n
and ε correlate to each other).



Vielen Dank für Eure Aufmerksamkeit! 
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